The Center for Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) Education at UNC Charlotte would like to congratulate all of the greater Charlotte-area students who entered the 2018 UNC Charlotte Regional Science & Engineering Fair held Saturday, February 17, 2018. The following students will be representing the UNC Charlotte NC Regional Science & Engineering Fair at the Intel International Science and Engineering Fair (ISEF) in Pittsburgh, PA, May 13-19, 2018.

Winners Advancing to the State NC Science & Engineering Fair
NC State University, Raleigh, NC March 23-24, 2018

2018 Elementary Division

Sarah Saad, Langtree Charter Academy
Ava Morin, Patriots Elementary
Nicholas Griffin, River Gate Elementary
Trevor Pillow, Hawks Nest STEAM Academy
Mary Myers, Dilworth Elementary
Joys Mukherjee, Cox Mill Elementary
Natalie Nebrich, Beverly Hills Elementary
Adon Perera, McAlpine Elementary
Carson Sutphin, Cool Spring Elementary
Denis Tchijik, Barringer Academic Center
Calvin Cutler, Barringer Academic Center
Ezra Kornfeld, Barringer Academic Center
Diya Patel, Carl A Furr Elementary

2018 Special Awards

American Chemical Society
Lily Price, Endhaven Elementary
Kate Campbell, Cornelius Elementary
Scarlett Chan, Coddle Creek Elementary
Mary Myers, Dilworth Elementary
Belmont Abbey College Excellence in STEM
Scarlett Chan, Coddle Creek Elementary
Jackson Bryant, Gardner Park Elementary
Joseph Bjorg, Cox Mill Elementary
Cabell Philipott, Oakhurst STEAM Academy
Maxson Priest, Oakhurst STEAM Academy
Pranavi Kantamneni, Cox Mill Elementary
Charlotte Area Science Network (CASN) Educator
Jada Efird

CMS Regional STEM Awards
McKenzie Clontz, Endy Elementary
Danica Hann, Endy Elementary
Lydia Crisco, Endy Elementary
Ryan Hallihan, Barringer Academic Center
Allie Mentas, McAlpine Elementary
Evan Miller, Sacred Heart Catholic
Aoner Lopez - de la O, Beverly Hills Elementary
Evan Crater, Troutman Elementary
Alden Turner, Langtree Charter Academy
Aubrey Turner, Langtree Charter Academy
McKayla Cable, East Iredell Elementary
College of Engineering STEM Award UNC Charlotte
Jaylon Bowden, River Gate Elementary
Trevor Pillow, Hawks Nest STEAM Academy
Elley Schlueter, Coltrane-Webb Elementary
Ned M. Fowler Elementary Award
Akhilesh Karthik, Cox Mill Elementary
Eddie Lawson, R Brown McAllister Elementary

Rowen Klauss, Coltrane-Webb Elementary
Celeste Shattuck, Dilworth Elementary
Jordan White, Morehead Elementary

2018 Honorable Mention
Carter Crosby, Pitts School Road Elementary
Kelly Eason, Patriots Elementary
Tabea Nett, Barringer Academic Center
Shreya Krishnan, Barringer Academic Center
Nicholas Moore, Lake Norman Elementary
Briley Smith, Lake Norman Elementary
Aminta Noble, Langtree Charter Academy
Emma Budgin, River Gate Elementary

Duncan West, R Brown McAllister Elementary
Danica Hann, Endy Elementary
Lydia Crisco, Endy Elementary
Nikki Bortolussi, Ida Rankin Elementary School
Duke Energy Education Award
Peyton Moose, R Brown McAllister Elementary
Duncan West, R Brown McAllister Elementary
Eddie Lawson, R Brown McAllister Elementary
Land Use and Environmental Services Agency
Casey Delnick, Woodland Heights Elementary
Brody McBride Woodland Heights Elementary
Aida Saake Woodland Heights Elementary
NC American Water Works Association
Kelly Eason, Patriots Elementary
Anujin Puretseren, River Gate Elementary
Arnav Maniar, Barringer Academic Center
Sigma Xi
Landon Bailey, Endy Elementary
Sam Cotton, Endy Elementary
Anya Bullock, Oakboro Choice STEM
Elia Shelton, Oakboro Choice STEM
Reece Swanson, Huntersville Elementary
McKayla Cable, East Iredell Elementary
Joshua Economon, Endhaven Elementary
Ted Sherburne Award, Charlotte Area Science Network
Pranavi Kantamneni, Cox Mill Elementary
Haasini Mallela Cox Mill Elementary
UNC Charlotte Bioinformatics & Genomics
Samiksha Anand, Mallard Creek Elementary
Denton Loper, Patriots Elementary
NC Biotechnology - Excellence in BioTechnology Award
Shreya Krishnan, Barringer Academic Center - Charlotte
Eli Barsoum, Davidson Elementary